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Inventory management
of the future
OnCare.pmPortal
Information access, inventory and wear parts management is easy and efficient with OnCare.pmPortal.
Ensuring a comprehensive overview within one tool, OnCare.
pmPortal, graphically illustrates the entire paper machine and
includes all relevant data required.

Proving around-the-clock access to important product data,
OnCare.pmPortal facilitates efficient stock management and
provides status updates for each roll and fabric position.
Performance evaluations and predictable maintenance planning is possible when using our platform.

Graphical navigation of your paper machine

By linking OnCare.pmPortal with our internal systems, we ensure
an automated update for Voith products. Furthermore, newly
listed parts are displayed and an overview of the delivery status
is provided for both new parts as well as rolls that are currently
being serviced. Moreover, all service protocols are integrated
enabling the portal to function as a central tool for all activities
related to wear parts.

Enabling fast and intuitive navigation by means of a digital
replica of your paper machine, OnCare.pmPortal also provides
easy access to information. Individual positions and their components are easily identifiable. Furthermore, installation and
removal of products as well as a standardized performance
assessments are provided. Last but not least, OnCare.pm
Portal supports you in your planning by identifying components and their positions requiring attention.

Reports and evaluations

One-stop & shop

Our customized reports are designed to contain important
paper industry specific information, in the format you prefer
because understanding data at a glance is important. That is
why portal reports can be viewed in two modes, either as a list
or as a graphic. A list, for example, will provide an overview of
the available residual thickness of your roll covers effectively.
However, when measuring the runtime over several products
on the same position, a graphic format is better.

Facilitating a consistent process from product identification
through to spare part management and re-ordering, OnCare.
pmPortal operates perfectly, everything you require is found
inside this system. By integrating the Voith Paper Webshop
into OnCare.pmPortal platform, reordering of wear parts has
never been easier.
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All data centralized in one software package

